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Discourse XVIII
“Virtuous monks, when I state that there are no dharmas outside, the student does not

comprehend and immediately tries to find understanding within.      He sits down cross-legged
with his back against a wall, his tongue glued to the roof of his mouth, completely still and mo-
tionless.    This he takes to be the Buddha-dharma of the Patriarchal School.    That’s all wrong!

“If you take the state of motionlessness and purity to be correct, then you are recognizing
the darkness of avidya as master.    This is what a man of old meant when he said”    ‘Fearful in-
deed is the bottomless black pit!’    If on the other hand you recognize motion to be correct, since
all plants and trees can move, must they then be the Way?

“Thus ‘motion is the wind element; motionlessness is the earth element.’    Motion and
motionlessness both are without self-nature.    If you try to seize it within motion, it takes a posi-
tion within motionlessness.    If you try to seize it within motionlessness, it takes a position within
motion.

Like a fish hidden in a pool,
Smacking the waves as it leaps from the water

Virtuous monks, motion and motionlessness are merely two kinds of states.    It is the non-
dependent man of the Way who utilizes motion and utilizes motionlessness.”

Finally we’ve reached the last day of this dai-sesshin, and so this will of course be the last
the teisho.    I really want all of you to please grasp what Rinzai wants to say here.    And what
we’ve been talking about all week has been the phrase “True sincerity is extremely difficult,” and
that means that you all must grasp for yourself this activity of heart, this activity of mind which
forms your self.    

And of course the part that we read today also is talking about this very same thing, this
very same activity which forms your self.    How is it that Rinzai understands this activity of
mind?    And how is Rinzai manifesting his self?    How is he manifesting his heart?    And now he
speaks up very honestly.    What is Rinzai confessing to everybody?    Let’s all listen carefully to
his confession.    

He’s talking about here three categories of inherent capacity.    What is Rinzai pointing at
when he talks about three categories of inherent capacity?    If you turn to me and say, “Roshi,
please teach me.”    That is just causing a big problem.    You have to manifest yourself the wis-
dom that understands what this means.    Rinzai is already explaining it to you very honestly so
you won’t have any questions like that.    Rinzai is such a gentle and kind teacher.    

Rinzai has already explained previously about the dharmakaya, sambhogakaya, and nir-
manakaya.    

As I’m always telling you, the condition of the origin, without fail, will create a new con-
dition of the origin.    It is never the case that the condition of the origin simply remains in one
place.    The condition of the origin is this very, “shokujo,” this very true sincerity which was
talked about previously.

The activity of heart is always manifesting itself as one singular condition.    And when
this manifestation is occurring what kind of a place is the activity of mind using as its place to
act in? Everybody has to manifest the wisdom that can grasp this without any mistake.    It is a
tenet of Tathagata Zen to say that there is no place outside of the activity of heart.    It isn't just
Tathagata Zen that says this, all of the different sects of Buddhism probably say this.    What I
need you to carefully grasp here is that it is not the case that the activity of mind, and the place
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the activity of mind is acting in, are different.    There is no place the activity of mind acts in out -
side of the activity itself.    (Because the activity of mind is acting the place appears).    

But then everybody will fall in to thinking, “If that is what Zen is teaching, if that is what
Buddhism is teaching, I guess that’s why it’s so hard to understand.    The reason why it seems
difficult to you is that everybody thinks that the place that they are acting in is different than
themselves.    And in general most religions probably teach in this way as well.

But in Buddhism we say that there is no activity of heart which is different than the place
that the activity of heart is acting in.    They’re the same.    What we clearly teach is that there is
no self other than the body of the self.    There is no activity of mind which makes the self other
than the self.    

Every single place that exists is being manifest by the activity of mind.    Even the great
universe itself has as its content the activity of heart, and is manifesting itself through the activity
of heart.

The activity of mind is always manifesting the body of mind.    There is nothing to com-
pare this heart, mind, to.    There is nothing that stands in comparison to this body, this world
which is manifest by the activity of mind.    This position which is beyond any comparison is
what we call the Almighty, the Most Superlative One.    And we also name this position of the
Almighty the condition of complete wisdom, the condition of perfect knowing.    If we posit the
existence of a God then this God would be the Almighty.    The Almighty which is manifesting it-
self as heart, and through this manifestation of heart, manifesting its body.

When we say the universe it doesn’t matter how big or how small that universe is.    This
universe that we speak of means the one singular place.    There is nothing outside of it, there is
nothing other than it.    

Although I’m jumping ahead a little bit in my talk, what I really want you to understand
is that there is no other activity forming the universe other than the activity of mind.    

The great cosmos is manifesting many many many different kinds of existences within it.
The mind which is only one, this one mind is the activity which is manifesting all of existences.
All existent things have this one activity of mind as their content.    There are many and various
kinds of (living) things in this universe.    And many different kinds of things.    It doesn’t matter
if something is living or not living, every single kind of thing has this activity of mind as its con-
tent.    And that which embraces all of it, that which has all of it as its content is the great cosmos.
And as I just said this mind activity is singular, is just one.    And every single existent thing has
that activity and appears having that activity.    That’s why everybody thinks that the teaching of
Buddhism is difficult.    

A stone has mind, a butterfly has mind, a fish, a bird, an animal, a human beings, they all
possess this one mind, that’s why you think this teaching is so difficult.    We use the words God,
human beings, fish, insects, but all of these things have the very same activity of mind as their
content.    There’s only one activity of mind that makes everything.    That’s why we say that ev-
erything is equal.    People ask what is equality?    To study Zen is to study how to manifest the
wisdom which knows equality.    But it doesn’t matter who thinks about it, if you look at the ac-
tivity of mind of a person, or a bird, or a butterfly, nobody will recognize them as being the
same.      And Buddhism will not disagree with you.    Buddhism will also say that these activities
of mind are not the same.    Buddhism says that we are living in a world of distinctions, differ -
ences.    

So what is equality?    Equality means that whether it’s a human being or a beast or a bird
or a fish or a butterfly, when any of those things, any existence manifests its complete self then
that is equal.    But I know it’s difficult.    And I’ll say it again, if a human being or an animal or a
fish or a butterfly manifest its perfect self then they are all manifesting the same perfect activity
of mind, and that is why we say they are equal.    

But in the cases when an existent thing is not manifesting the complete activity of mind,
then that is when everything is different.    No matter how many times I teach you, if you’re a
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person that is attached to their own particular way of thinking it doesn’t matter how many times
you listen to my talk, you won’t really get it.    If you’re attached to your particular kind of reli-
gion, your particular God, then it doesn’t matter how many times you listen to my talk, you
won’t understand.    It’s because your so intellectual and smart that you don’t understand.    If you
were stupider then you would understand.    The dumb ones are the ones who give me their un-
derstanding.    The intellectuals don’t understand.    So, why don’t you go to a church (or temple)
which will give you a nice intellectual talk that you can understand.    

The butterfly manifests the activity of mind which brings butterfly in to being.    The bird
is manifesting the mind of bird which brings the condition we call bird in to being.    And human
beings manifest the activity of mind called human being, and manifest themselves as human be-
ings.    The mind is the same.    The condition of the activity of mind is different.    But you won’t
give me even a little bit of understanding of this principle.    Women manifest the activity of mind
called woman and appear as women.    Men manifest the mind of man and manifest man. That’s
why men and women are different.    We can’t ever say that men and women are equal.    But
when men and women manifest the perfect activity of mind, and we’ve been calling this perfect
activity of mind the manifestation of zero, then, together, they are manifesting equality.    Do you
understand?    This thing we call complete, or perfect mind, when you manifest the complete con-
dition you are manifesting the complete self.         Human beings, beasts, birds, caterpillars, all
things inevitably manifest the perfect self.    As I just said, the complete condition is the condition
of zero.    Every single existence will manifest zero.    And this condition of zero is the complete
condition,  the complete  manifestation of the dharma activity,  the manifestation of Tathagata.
That is equality. 

When the butterfly is not manifesting the complete activity of mind, but manifesting the
imperfect activity of mind, then no matter how much mind it manifests it will always be a butter-
fly.    And a bird is the same.    When the bird is no manifesting the perfect activity of mind it is
manifesting itself as a bird.    And a dog is exactly the same way, when a dog is not manifesting
the complete activity of mind, then it cannot manifest itself as the complete dharma activity.    It
is manifesting itself and appearing in the condition of dog.    And people are the same way.    At
the times when people are not manifesting themselves as the perfect activity of mind, then they
must manifest themselves as either a man or a woman.    But when a human being manifests the
perfect activity of mind, that is the complete person.    That is when man and woman both disap-
pear.    That is when equality is manifest.    This complete condition is the condition of no-self.
The condition of zero.    No matter who you are, when you manifest the complete condition, the
zero condition, then you are free from being a man or a woman.    Manifesting the condition of
zero, whether you’re a man or a woman, you will both be crying tears of sadness, thinking, “I’ve
lost  my manhood,” “I’ve lost  my womanhood.”      But does zero really cry?      Does zero get
happy?    It’s complete so it doesn’t get happy or sad.    

This is what Rinzai is talking about, this activity of heart.    But when we talk about the
perfect condition of mind we must remember that it is never a fixated thing.    The complete con-
dition of mind will without fail act, function, again, and manifest a new complete condition of
mind.

The complete activity of mind in Buddhism is called the dharmakaya, the dharma body,
the complete body of Buddha, the complete body of God.    The complete condition of heart is a
condition that is beyond any comparisons.    There is no need to see in this condition, no need to
be seen.    This wisdom is what I’m begging you to manifest for your self.    There’s no need to be
sad or to cry.    There’s no need to be overjoyed either.

Now for these three categories of inherent capacity, it’s difficult to talk about this, but,
briefly lets call the three categories the three worlds of past, present, and future.    And what Rin-
zai is saying here is that each one of these worlds has its own source.    Just like when we talk
about languages there are many different kinds of languages, German, English, French, for ex-
ample, well, Rinzai is taking up this kind of thinking that    likes to talk about things, and says
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that each one of these three worlds itself has three worlds.    The present has the past, present, and
future present.    The past has the past, present, and future past.    And in the world of the future
there is also past, present, and future future.    Mind, though, is only one.    And according to Bud-
dhism, one way of temporarily teaching is to say that the condition of mind is the manifestation
of complete time.    

This singular mind is the condition where body of heart, and the activity of mind have
completely become one.    In this case there’s no need for mind to look upon body.    And there’s
no need for the body to try to make mind its content.    The moment you think, “What am I?”
You have to  understand that  that  thought  is  coming from the  separation of  mind and body.
When you are not thinking about your “I am” self, that is when the mind of the self, and the body
of the self have completely become one.    That’s how you have to understand it.    Whenever you
are feeling anxious or unstable that is when you are standing up in the human world.    When you
don’t have any need to think, that is exactly like being in the true state of sleep.    That is when
mind and body have become one.    That is the unique, singular, one and only condition.    We
could also call it experiencing God.

The source of  the self  is  the completely unique one and only condition of  the dhar-
makaya, the Buddha, the true God.    

As I’ve been talking to you about, the activity that we call heart or mind, is comprised of
the two activities; plus and minus.    We can also call the two mutually opposing activities that
make up the activity of mind tatha-gata, thus-going, and tatha-agata, thus coming.    According to
Buddhism when we look at the development of thinking of people it was the historical Buddha
who found a way to recognize, to know the nature of the self, and the nature of the world which
the self makes its home by recognizing them through these two mutually opposing activities.    If
you come up with the question, “Well, why is it that we have these two mutually opposing activi-
ties to begin with, of plus and minus?    Why are there men and women?”    Then all I can tell you
is “Ask the Buddha!”    “Ask God!”    But then you’ll keep nagging me, “But where is Buddha to
ask?    Where is God?”    So then I have to teach you something so I say, “You who are now ask-
ing me that question are God, are Buddha.”    But then you’ll ask again, “So where am I?”    “Ask
your belly button!”    Really face your belly button and ask it, then you’ll understand.    

What Rinzai is saying here is that when the two activities of plus and minus separate
from each other, in the space between plus and minus that is where the present moment first ap-
pears, and simultaneously to this past and future also appear.    This present moment it the very
beginning of the self, the very beginning of existence.    The self, the existent being that appears
here is the sambhogakaya.      Some of you are really struggling with a koan about the samb-
hogakaya, and please struggle some more.    It’s very important.    You have to suffer about it.

When the self appears, when the present moment, when the sambhogakaya appears, si-
multaneously to that appearance the world of future, and the world of past appear.    When the
sambhogakaya, the self, appears from the dharmakaya, when the worlds of past, present, and fu-
ture appear, what has happened to the dharmakaya.    The worlds of past, present, and future have
appeared within the body of the dharmakaya.    The dharmakaya’s mind has become past, present,
and future.    When you ask what the I am self is, the self is that which has the present moment as
its content.    Because this present moment, this self is embraced from the outside by the world of
future, and embrace from the inside by the world of past, that is why it is not able to see the dhar-
makaya.    The reason why you can’t see the dharmakaya is that the mind of the dharmakaya has
already divided itself in to the worlds of past, present, and future.    The things that you are able
to see are the worlds of past and future.    

This thing that we talk about, “God,” is not something that you can see.    But it hasn’t
disappeared, the home, the place that past, present, and future are all residing in is the dharma
world.    Because the world of past, present, and future are in the world of God, that is why we
cannot see God.    You have to do the activity that can clearly know this condition, this principle.
If you don’t understand this principle that is when religious conflict will appear.
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Rinzai then says, “No matter what kind of practitioner appears before me, nothing will
startle me, nothing will surprise me.    Immediately I become their partner.”    Nothing can possi-
bly startle me, nothing can possibly surprise me.    No matter who comes before me, all that they
are doing is either showing me the appearance of the worlds of past, present, and future, or the
disappearance of the worlds of past, present, and future.    If you can become like that it is true
freedom.    But if you get tied up by anything, if you get tied up by the past, or the present, or the
future, then your freedom is lost.

Then Rinzai changes the way that he’s talking a little bit and gives some examples of the
self.    Today is the last day and I really wanted to explain everything that we read today, but the
time is running out.    When I start talking I just start talking about all kinds of things, and then I
don’t get to say even    tenth of what I wanted to say.    When you heard that sound where was
God?    If you could only give me a clear answer to that question it wouldn’t matter that I’m only
talking a tenth of what I intended to talk (I could just end teisho right away, and not get tired),
but it doesn’t seem like you’re able to give your understanding to me (so I end up talking about
all sorts of things). 

He says if one of less than average capacity come I snatch away his state.    He’s talking
about the appearance of a middle class kind of student.    Actually the low end of the middle
class, the lowest of the middle class kind of students, and he says that when someone like that
comes he grabs up all of their past, and all of their future.    But that real stupid idiot type person,
he doesn’t steal the home that their living in.    How nice he is.    But if I start talking more about
that then it will take a long time, and my voice is running out on me, so we better stop.
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